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The land I am on today is native land.

This land belongs to the Cowlitz and the Confederated 
Tribes of Grand Ronde.

History is written by the oppressor.

It’s important for us to honor the history of the 
spaces we occupy and to protect the people, 
who came before us as its first caretakers.



I’m Italian and highly caffeinated.

Crisis communications focus.

I’m a Student, not a Guru.

We can’t cover it all.

Let’s stay connected.

@JessColumbo
jess@workwithtiller.com 













People need to feel seen and heard.

Communications must reflect the community’s sense of urgency.

Organizations must stay nimble.

Leaders must step up. 

Listening makes us better.

The work inside your organization is important.



COVID-19 Has Changed Us

















77%
of consumers say brand marketing and communications should make 

sure to recognize the COVID-19 crisis and acknowledge the impact it is 
having on people’s lives.

90% 
say brands should be willing to suffer substantial financial losses to 

ensure the well-being and financial security of others.

71% 
say companies that placed their profits before people during the crisis 

would lose their trust forever.





When you take good care of your team, 
you build and earn trust.

When you and your team trust one another, 
your organization becomes full of leaders.



“Qualities like charm and confidence that help people 
rise to leadership are not necessarily the same ones 

that help them excel once they’re on top, where 
empathy, humility, and self-knowledge are key.

Brashness and certainty that can scream ‘leadership 
potential’ may distract us from the vulnerability, 

flexibility, and empathy that actually helps leaders 
navigate tough times.”



Building a Trustworthy Brand







“How do we get people to trust us?”





“Who does your brand have 
license to be?”







Becoming a more 
Courageous Leader



Think of a great leader in your life.

How do they walk into the room?

How does their presence make you feel?



https://twitter.com/ddiamond/status/1340329834095013889












“Female leaders expressed more awareness of fears 
that followers might be feeling, concern for well-being, 

and confidence in their plans."





Step 1. Express Concern and Gratitude



Step 2. Action



Step 3. Perspective





Crisis Communication 
Best Practices



“I think the most important thing to learn from this or any 
other tragedy is that unlike the frustration we feel 

sometimes on an airplane when something goes crack or 
the plane doesn’t leave and there’s total silence from the 

cockpit, that’s the worst thing to do. 

The best thing is transparency and openness.”



C

● We respect our community’s limited 
emotional and physical capacity.

● We keep comms succinct and referencing 
specifics = “we know you, hear you, and 
value you.”

T
● We’re honest when when we don’t have 

answers. We set expectation about our finite 
capabilities. 

● We signpost what work is in progress.

C
● We show up every day with relevant 

communications. 
● We follow through on promises of when and 

how we’ll show up.





People need to feel seen and heard.

Communications must reflect the community’s sense of urgency.

Organizations must stay nimble.

Leaders must step up. 

Listening makes us better.

The work inside your organization is important.



Thank you


